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The credit application process is one of a service that involves queues. This study aims to determine the design of the 
credit process application service system at the Lambang Ganda Serang Credit Bank using the Petri Net model. This 
study has 12 places, eight transitions, six operators, and 22 arcs of Petri Net model from credit application service 
system using Woped 3.2.0 version software.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
In every activity, whether in a hospital, shopping center, gas station, bank, a situation occurs where a 
person is required to wait to get a service process. The service process is a stage associated with a person's 
arrival at a service facility, then waiting for the service facility process to finally leave the facility. The activity 
waiting in order to get a service is called queuing. The queuing theory was first put forward by A. K. Erlang 
[1], a Danish mathematician who published an article entitled "Solution of Some Problems in the Theory of 
Probability of Significance in Automatic Telephone Exchange" in 1917. Queuing theory is a module theory 
that applies a mathematical study of waiting lines, which is a line from customers who need service from an 
available system [2]. At the Lambang Ganda Serang Rural Bank, the service process is used when customers 
apply for credit, deposit payments, and deposit savings. When a customer applies for credit, some steps must 
be taken. Therefore, it is crucial to have a bank customer service system flow so that there is no chaos when 
making transactions or services at the Bank to form the Petri Net model. 
Petri Net is a mathematical model for discrete event systems [3]. Petri Net can model and algebraically 
analyze transportation networks [4][5][6], manufacturing systems [7][8], agriculture [9][10][11], geography 
[12][13], and E-commerce [14][15]. Petri Net or Petri Network has been designed mainly to be used for 
modeling. Petri Net is a direct bipartite graph [16] that has 2 points which are called places and transitions. 
Arrows represent arcs, the place is represented as circles, and Transitions are represented as rectangles. Arc 
indirectly connects places with places or transitions with transitions but connects places with transitions or 
transitions with places. Each place can contain one or more tokens represented by dots, materials, or materials 
transferred in a Petri Net system [17]. According to [18], Petri Net is said to be pure if it does not have a place 
that is both input and output for a transition.  
Petri net can be represented in two matrices called backward incidence and forward incidence. These 
two matrices are of size n × m, where n is the number of places and m is the number of transitions. The 
elements of this matrix are non-negative integers [19]. The elements in the backward incidence matrix are 
the arc weights that connect the place to the transition, while the elements in the forward incidence matrix 
are the arc weights that connect the transition to the place. If there is no arc connecting the place to the 
transition, then the arc weight is filled with zero [20].  
Using the Petri Net theory, a system can be modeled into a Petri network, a mathematical representation 
of the system. By analyzing the Petri network, it is expected that important information is obtained about the 
dynamic structure and behavior of the system being modeled and proposes the necessary improvements and 
changes. Therefore, the authors intend to research and analyze the credit application service process system 




This research method uses the library method to collect data about the credit application service 
process system through literature studies. The research location was conducted at BPR Lambang Ganda 
Serang. The following are the stages of the research as follows: 
1. Study literature by studying references to understand the theories to be used and also information on credit 
application service process system, 
2. Collecting the necessary secondary data, such as data on the credit application service process system at 
BPR Lambang Ganda Serang., 
3. Make a process flow chart to facilitate the Petri Net modeling process, 
4. Make a Petri Net model, 
5. Perform simulations using WOPED 3.2.0 software for verification and validation of the Petri Net model, 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1. Analysis of Petri Net Modeling Service Process System for Customers Applying for Credit at PT 
BPR Lambang Ganda Serang 
Bank Perkreditan Rakyat Lambang Ganda Serang has 3 products, including savings, credit and time 
deposits. There are two service facilities available at BPR Lambang Ganda Serang, including savings and 
time deposit services, credit service facilities. However, what will be discussed in this research is the topic of 
the process of applying for credit. There is one service facility in applying for credit, but the process consists 
of several processes. Non-customer bank officers undertake this process. 
When the Customer arrives at the Bank, what the credit administration officer does is allowing the 
Customer to take part in the initial registration by completing the documents. When the files are complete, 
the following process will be carried out; namely, the Officer will bring the files to be examined by the 
financial service information system administrator. If the checking process is approved, the following process 
will wait for the other registration process. However, if the checking process is not approved, return to the 
initial registration. After the other registration process is running, the following process waits for verification 
by the Risk Management Executive Officer. If the verification is successful, the following process is carried 
out by conducting a survey submitted to the marketing department. However, if the verification process is 
not successful, return to further registration. After the verification process runs, the following process is a 
small meeting attended by Directors and Marketing regarding credit application decisions. If the decision is 
approved, the following process will be carried out, namely, waiting for the credit agreement submitted by 
the credit administration. However, the file is only used as an archive and re-starts from the initial registration 
if it is not approved. 
Based on the analysis that has been carried out at the Lambang Ganda Serang People's Credit Bank, a 
queuing process model and a flow chart for credit application services are obtained. The queue process model 
for credit application service queues can be written as: 
1.  The Customer arrives. 
2.  Customer follows initial registration. 
3.  The SLIK administrator checks the completeness of the files. 
4.  If the files are complete, the SLIK administrator will instruct the Customer to register further. If the file is 
incomplete, the SLIK administrator is idle. 
5.  After the files are complete, check the additional registration. 
6.  The Executive Officer of the Risk Management section checks the completeness of the follow-up 
registration file so that it can be verified. 
7.  If the verification is successful, a survey will be carried out, but if the verification is not successful, then 
the Executive Officer of Risk Management is idle. 
8.  Marketing officer checks the file so that a survey can be carried out. If the file is complete, the marketing 
officer will conduct a survey. If the file is incomplete, marketing is idle. 
9.  After the survey has been successfully carried out, and a small meeting is held to discuss applying for 
credit. 
10.If the small meeting discussion is successfully approved, a decision is made to apply for credit by the 
marketing officer. However, if it is not approved, the marketing officer is idle. 
11.If there is a complete file, then the process is complete, the credit administrator directs the Customer to 
wait for credit approval. However, if the completeness of the file does not occur, then the credit 
administrator is idle. 
12. Customers get credit. 
 The queuing model can be presented in the form of flow charts and Petri Net networks. 
 
  



















Figure 1. Flow Chart of Credit Application Service Process 
 
3.2 Petri Net Model 
A Customer Requesting Credit Process Service Model can be formed from the process stages that 
have been obtained, which is simulated into the Petri Net using the WOPED version 3.2.0 software. The Petri 
Net model of the Customer Process Service for Credit Applications is presented in a picture consisting of 12 
places and eight transitions. This Petri Net starts with the place because tokens that are in transition will run 












Figure 2. Petri Net Flow of Credit Application Service Process 
 
Information: 
𝑝1 = Start 
𝑝2 = Process customers come 
𝑝3 = Initial registration customer is ready to be 
        served by credit administration officers 
𝑝4 = Officer idle because initial registration   
        failed 
𝑝5 = Checking file 
𝑝6 = Advanced registration 
𝑝7 = Officer idle because verification failed 
𝑝8 = Verification was successful 
𝑝9 = Survey 
𝑝10 = Finsih 
𝑝11 = Meeting approved 
𝑝12 = Filing because the meeting was not 
        approved 
𝑡1 = Customer arrives at the Bank 
𝑡2 = Initial registration process 
𝑡3 = Checking debtor information 
𝑡4 = Advanced registration 
𝑡5 = Verify 
𝑡6 = Survey 
𝑡7 = Meeting 
𝑡8 =  Archiving
    Yes 
DISET
   No 
 
 Verification by the executive 
officer 
Customers waiting for 
process to conduct a survey 







Customers follow the opening registration which is 
conducted by credit administration 
Debitur information checking process by SLIK 
Advance registration process by SLIK 
Finish 
Waiting credit agreement 
which submitted by credit 
administration  
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Furthermore, the flow diagram converted to Petri Net is analyzed using Woped with the results 




Figure 3. Structural Analysis and Liveness Petri Net Analysis of Credit Application Service Process Systems 
 
Petri Net is used as a formal modeling language for analyzing workflow models to analyze business 
processes or workflows. Workflows in Petri Net can be verified using the woflan tool to determine if the 
workflow is sound. A workflow is said to be sound if it is free from deadlocks and livelocks. Soundness is 
the essential requirement to declare the success of a workflow. A business process is said to be a deadlock if 
at some point in the workflow process it is no longer possible for a process to occur (deadlock occurs), while 
livelock occurs if the workflow is always possible to carry out the process continuously, without progress in 
the process and without ending in a deadlock. or there is an infinite loop 
After semantical analysis, a process causes 1 PT-Handle to result in unfulfilled well-structuredness and 
non-live transitions. The picture will explain the error that caused the PT-Handle from the Petri Net diagram 













Figure 4. Petri Net Flow Error in Credit Application Service Process System 
 
After analyzing, it is found that the ND statement must have an XOR join element for the first 
transition. Where if there is an XOR split, it will be closed with an XOR join. The way to calculate the split 
XOR is by "source" on the place element, with "target" on the transition element. The number of XOR splits 
corresponds to the target number of the transition element. 
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Figure 5. Petri Net Application System for Credit Application Service Process After Repair 
 
The following table shows the results of the analysis of the simulation game token on the WOPED 
software that has been analyzed. 
 










Wrongly used operators Yes 




Workflow net Yes 




After analyzing with WOPED, it is concluded that the Petri Net for the credit application service 
process is sound and has the character of well-structuredness and liveness has been fulfilled. 
 
 
Figure 6. Results of Structural Analysis and Soundness of the Petri Net Credit 
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3.3 Analysis of Processing Time for Credit Application Services at BPR Lambang Ganda Serang 
 
The following discussion is about the processing time for credit application services at BPR Lambang 
Ganda Serang. The first process, where the Customer undergoes initial registration, checking the files for 
initial registration, is carried out by the Credit Administration officer, who takes 15 minutes. The second 
process, namely checking the completeness of the files by the Financial Services System administrator, takes 
15 minutes. The third process, namely the advanced registration carried out by the SLIK administrator, takes 
15 minutes. The fourth process, which is waiting for verification by the Executive Officer of Risk 
Management, takes 10 minutes. The fifth process, namely a survey conducted by a marketing officer, takes 
60 minutes. The sixth process, namely a meeting held by the Director and Marketing regarding credit 
application decisions, takes 20 minutes. Finally, the seventh process, namely waiting for the credit agreement 
submitted by the Credit Administration officer, takes 30 minutes. Thus, the total time required to apply for 
credit is 165 minutes. 
However, if there are problems regarding failed registration and failed verification, there will be 
additional time in each process 
 
Table 2. The length of time for the credit application service process 
 
  
From Table 2, it is found that the processing time for credit application services that undergo the process 
successfully takes less time, namely 165 minutes, while those who undergo the process take longer, namely 
230 minutes. 
Petri Net can be represented in a matrix, namely the forward incidence and backward incidence 
matrices, which are part of the incidence matrix. The backward incidence matrix element is the arc weight 
that connects the place to the transition, and the forward incidence matrix element is the arc weight that 
connects the transition to the place. For example, at Petri Net, in applying for credit at BPR Lambang Ganda, 
there are 12 places and eight transitions, so that many rows (n) = 12 and the number of columns (m) = 8. So 
that matrices will be formed with a size of 12 × 8 with the following representation. 
 














1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1













Number Service process 
Length of service processing time (minute) 
Process successful Process failed 
1. Early registration 15 20 
2. Completeness file checking 15 20 
3. Advance registration 15 20 
4. Verification by executive officer 10 15 
5. Survey by marketing officer 60 75 
6. Credit application resolution meeting 20 35 
7. Waiting for credit agreement 30 45 
Total service processing time 165 230 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0













The matrix A is an incidence matrix. 















−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0














The backward incidence matrix and forward incidence matrix have matrix elements with a value of 0 
and 1, which means that an arc connects the transition to place or place to the transition. Therefore, the matrix 
element has a value of 1, whereas if there is no arc connecting the place and transition, the matrix element is 
worth 0. The matrix Incidence, whose elements are 0, 1, and -1, is obtained from reducing the forward 
incidence matrix and the backward incidence matrix. The values of the matrix elements can differ depending 
on the arc weight contained in the Petri Net. Furthermore, the backward incidence matrix column can be used 




4. CONCLUSIONS  
Based on the results, the credit application service process system at BPR Lambang Ganda Serang can 
be analyzed using the Petri Net model. Moreover, this model controls a discrete event system in the case of 
a credit application service process system presented mathematically in the form of the Petri Net network. 
The credit application service process system can be modeled with a Petri Net of 12 places, eight transitions, 
six operators, and 22 arcs using the Woped software version 3.2.0. From the observations, the length of the 
credit application service process that undergoes a successful process takes less time, namely 165 minutes, 
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